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and
(j+1) (5)
XO = Xqj . (7e)
Defining Z(j) = 1jY(a, we can write the recurrence relations
in (7) as follows. Start with
(0) (0)
Zo = y, xo = x
and define
(5) (5) (5)
Za+i= Za Xa * * -
(5) (5) -j (5)
Xa+I= Xa + , Xa *.8
(8a)
(8b)
Iterations continue until sign (Z,'-)$ sign (Z.'1) and the
magnitude condition (7c) becomes
(80){a otrifwi+ Za.+ > O (or Za > 2 a )qj
otherwise.
The next cycle (j+1) starts with
Z(5+1) (Z)Z0 ,8qj...
and
(j+1) (5)
XO = xq0 * . -1
(8d)
(8e)
more detail as is done in the following analysis. We shall
give a separate analysis for each of the four possible cases
that may arise. We shall study the magnitude of qj+s.
Case 1: Suppose the previous ppr Z is positive and
satisfies the magnitude condition (8c), i.e.,
Zqj 2Xqj
We have then
U(+1) =() (j)13q1i< XZ
Also since
+l) (j+l) -j )Xa
Xa = Xo 11 +1 J- (lOa)
we get using (8a), (8b), and (8e)
Z=(1)=(5+1) _(+1)0ill + 0-(Y+l)Ia_1]. (lOb)
Obviously qj+l is maximum when Zau+l) changes sign and
equating the right-hand side of (lOb) to zero, we get
|ogB (1 + 2d3j 1))|
amax (qj+±)max | log 2(1 + 3(+l) (11)
Recurrence Relations for Negative y(/': Following the
notations used in (8a)-(8e), we can write the recurrences in
this case as follows:
(j) (5) (5)
Z 1i = Z-a + X-a .
(5) (5) -5 (5)
Xa-1 = X - 0 X . *
(9a)
(9b)
Iterations continue until sign (Z,,)5!sign (Z(°-1). q3 is de-
fined at this stage by the magnitude condition
-a-1 if Z_n-1+Z-n <0 (or Z-n < -- (X_)
-a otherwise.
The next cycle (j+ 1) begins with
(j+l)
_
()
Zo = Zq
and
(j+1) (J)
XO = Xqj.
Note that since x and y are assumed positive to start with,
ZJ) can be positive for j=0 onwards and can be negative
starting withj= 1.
It may also be noted from the recurrence relations (8) and
(9) that the magnitude condition determining the quotient
digit qj is different from that used by Meggitt [11, i.e.,
Z'j.>O>Z('?+. We have to consider the effect of dictating
the magnitude of pseudopartial remainder (ppr) on the
magnitude of the pseudoquotient digit, It is seen from (8b)
and (9b) that the increment on x'J) is negligible for largej and
also that the magnitude of quotient digit for large j cannot
exceed f/2. For small j, however, we have to investigate in
Here [1 depotes the higher integral part of the factor inside.
Case 2: We assume that the previous ppr Z'n is positive,
not satisfying the magnitude condition (8c); and hence we
iterated one more step, ZQ(°'1 thereby turning negative. Then,
° > Zq+l > - lxq, 2x,l
Thus
(5)
0> z(>>) 1 Xqj+l
and using (9d) and (9e),
(+1)
(5±1) XOW > Zo>(9)
We also get using (9)
(j+1) (j+1) -(j+1) Ia
X-a Xo 1-, A
(j+1) Z (j+1) + () (5[1-{+1) a]-.}z, z0 ±0 ~ [-{
Using the same argument as in Case 1,
ogo (I - 2o3(l + f-j))
a1m8x _ log, (1 -
(12a)
(12b)
(13)
Case 3: Let the previous ppr Z." be negative, satisfying
the magnitude condition (9c) so that
(j+l) d (j+1)Z°0 > - 2 x
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SHORT NOTES
The expressions for x'i+l) and Z(3+±) are the same as in (12a)
and (12b) and we obtain
amax < - fi) (14)logo, (1 - (-+)
Case 4: Let the previous ppr Z-"' be negative not satis-
fying the magnitude condition (9c) and hence we iterated one
more step, Z()3 +l) thereby turning positive. As a conse-
quence we have
(j<z) 1 -q+o < Z2-(qj+l) 2 (X )
Thus
(i+1)
o <Z(o< )
2 1 -
Using the expressions (lOa) and (lOb) for x,+l) and Z(i+l)
we get
logo(I + 23i(1 -()) /
amaxna log (1 + I'-(j1))
Setting
x + iy = rei tan-1, )
and equating imaginary parts
tan-, (-) = Lao' qjI tan-' 6-j.
x j=o
(19)
The calculation of tan-' (V) then consists of two parts as in
the case of logarithm, the first part being the calculation of
qj and the second part the calculation of actual tan-' (>)
using (4) and the stored values of tan-' (3-.
Defining x,' andy" by the relation
(j) () 1 s-k Oqkl -j Jai
Xa+i+ya (x + iy) H (1 + ai) (1 + ai )
k=0
and also, as in the case of logarithm Z(`±l)=-BZ('I x(i+l)
-x,s', and Za")=(iy(), the following recurrence relations
are obtained for positive and negative ppr.
Recurrence Relations for Positive Z(i': Start with
(0) (0)ZO =y and x =x
and define
j) (i) Uj)
Za+l1 Za Xa
U) +3-2Za(j)
(20a)
(20b)
For j=0, i.e., at the start, the magnitude of qo is deter-
mined by the initial restrictions on x and y. For example, if
l/0<y/x<,3, then qo<s where 28+1>13+1. For radix 10,
qo <3 under such a restriction. As regards the magnitude of
other digits, (12)-(15) give upper limits. For radix 10, these
equations yield a qj=6; however, functional tabulation of
the expression inside 11 gives a value very close to 5, indi-
cating that IqjI <5. Trial programs run on an IBM 1401
support this view.
Calculation of Logarithmfrom the qj: The second part of
the calculation consists in finding log (I +y/x) using (3).
Hence it is required to store the values of log (1+ar3) for
both a= + 1 and a =-1, unlike Meggittfs scheme where we
store values only for a= + 1.
III. EVALUATION OF TAN-'(X)
The modified method consists in finding signed integers
qj such that
(16)
where y and x are given n-precision positive integers in radix
( and R is real. Further,
The magnitude condition determining qj is the same as in
(8c).
Recurrence Relationsfor Negative Z"): Define
(i) () (U)Z-a-1 = Z-a + X-a
(j) (j) -2j(Z)
X-a-1 = X-a - 3 jZ-a.
(21a)
(21b)
The magnitude condition determining -qj is the same as in
(9c).
To determine the magnitude of the quotient digits, we note
that in the positive case both x'>' and Z<)' are positive,
while in the negative case x' is positive but ZO7 is nega-
tive. The magnitude condition then ensures that qI < 2
where [ ] denotes the integral part. Further, since
0< tan-' ( <)-.
it is obvious that qo< 2.
IV. EVALUATION OF SQUARE ROOT
To obtain the square root of (y/x), the signed integers qj'
are found so that
if qj < 0
if qj > 0. (17)
Then,
log (x + iy) = logR -E qj log (1 + iaO-j). (18)
j=0
y = x : a qj -j
j=0
and thus
V(y/x) = E a qj - .
j=o
(22)
(23)
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t13)
(x + iy) 11 (I + iaO-j) qi = R
j=o
1
a =
-1
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Note thata=+ 1 ifqj>O and a= -1, ifqj<0.
Calculation of the qj is again a pseudodivision process.
Having obtained qo, ql, , qj_,, to obtain qj successive
calculation of
Ya y - [ aE qk + a ] 2
-k=0
is done for a=0, +1, +2, **, or a=0, -1, -2, ,
until the magnitude condition described earlier is satisfied.
Defining
x =2x[ a qkk + I a ax-' + x:3' (24a)k=a
and
(24b)
the following recurrence relations are obtained for positive
and negative partial remainders.
Recurrence Relationsfor Positive Z i):
As regards the magnitude of the quotient digits, for large
j, qjI < -. For smallj we can carry out an analysis similar to
the case of logarithm. In this case, however, the limits ob-
tained in the case of logarithm may be exceeded by a small
number. The details can be worked out as in the case of log.
Only the broad outline is given below for the four cases as
under logarithm.
Case 1: The previous ppr Z4) is positive and satisfies the
magnitude conditon (8c). Then, using the fact
(o+1) (j) < (j)
zo #/Zqj < 2Xq.
together with the following equation obtained from (26a)
and (26b).
(j+l) (j+l) (j+l) -(j+l)Za =Zo -ax0 -a(a-1)x/ (31)
we can determine maximum value of a from the Diophantine
system
(5) (j) (j)Za+i1=Za - Xa
Xa+ 1 = Xa + 2x: * * *
We also get
U) U) U~~~()
-3Za = Zo -axo -a(a-1)x/3
(a) (5) -jXa = XO + 2ax/3..
(25a) ( - (5+') +a___ a =Oxa) ± [3 1 a+ a 102L - 3 /3 ]xo(j+'
(25b) Case 2: The previous ppr Z'J) is positive, not satisfying
the magnitude condition (8c) and hence we iterated one more
(26a) step, Za'j'1 thereby turning negative. Then for determining
maximum a we use the inequality
(26b)
when the magnitude condition is satisfied for the jth cycle;
we set for the (1+ I)th cycle
U(S+l) U()
zo= 3Zq (27a)
and
x0 = 4[¾ - x ] ... (27b)
Recurrence Relationsfor Negative Zo(): The recursions for
negative Z0(j) take the following form:
Z-a = Z-a + X_a.
(U) () -3
X-a = X-a -2,x/ ..-.
(1+1) /3 (U)O > zO > --[ q2 +l-2x/']
together with the following equation obtained from (28a)
and (28b):
U(+l) U(+l) U(+l)
--(a--1Z-a=Zo +~axo -a(a
-1)xO/3--l (32)
The Diophantine system to determine maximum a is
(a- x (O E/- a2 ---- X: = °
2 2 1~~3 18
(28a) Case 3: The previous ppr Z'4q, is negative, satisfying the(oa) magnitude condition (9c). Then the condition
(28b)
Z° >.-+ [x0 + x,8]
(29a) together with (32) give the Diophantine system
) ) *
---a =xo 2ax/3 -- (29b)
when the magnitude condition is satisfied for the jth cycle;
we set for (j+ 1) cycle
Z(j = /3Z-qj ... (30a)
and
(j+1) (6) /3-1 -j
Xo -X-qj - X * A . (30b)
(a- 1)x'1+ ) [/ 1 a2 a-]x/_j = O.
from which we can determine maximum value of a.
Case 4: The previous ppr Z°j,, is negative, not satisfying
(9c) and hence we iterated one more step, Z5j)%_1 thereby
turning positive. Then from the condition
_
1
Also,
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U) i (j)Za = 0 Ya ...
U) U) U)Z-a=Zo + axo - a(a I)x,3
U+l) 0 - (Y+l)
zo < XO

